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Move with Maths
Objectives
For children to develop their Numeracy skills through fun,
interactive games and sports activities.
For children to develop core principles of dedication and hard
work that can be applied to achieve academic success in all
areas of the curriculum.
To encourage health and wellness as well as educating children
Numeracy skills such as; fractions, percentages, and
multiplication tables.
To provide an extra hour’s physical exercise to children during
their Curriculum hours.
To improve self-confidence, leadership and decision-making
skillsTo make Numeracy accessible for all regardless of age,
learning style or individual needs!

Equipment List
Our teacher will remind you of what they will be using in school the
following week so that you can ensure that it is ready for them or let
them know it is unavailable.

Equipment we will use in school
Equipment we will provide at
(if available)
no cost:
Post-it notes
Bibs
Audio-visual resources
Shuttlecocks
Hoops
Worksheets
Polysports
Projector
Presentations
Chairs
Whiteboard
Videos
Tennis balls
Whiteboard pens
Reports for each child
Hockey sticks
Cones
Cricket bats
Ball pit balls ( the staff
Bench
Scissors
member will speak with
Skipping ropes
Computer
their staff coordinator a
Bean bags
Soft ball
week in advance to order
2x basketballs
Dice
these)
Masking tape
Mats
Plastic money
Sticky labels
Lego/building blocks
Pencils
Rulers
Table tennis balls
Football

KS2 Scheme of Work

KS2 Skill Progression - Year 3
Year 3 Unit 1
Year 3 Unit 4
To identify a right angle and understand
To recognise and use fractions as
that two right angles make a half turn
numbers
and 3 make a 3/4 turn
To learn to place fractions in order of
To re-cap right angles and learn to draw
size
2D shapes
To learn to add and subtract fractions
To learn to draw 2D shapes and identify
To identify the value of each digit in
shapes that contain angles
numbers
To recognise place value in series of
To multiply one-digit numbers with up
numbers and in inverse problems
to two decimal places by whole
To recognise the place value of each
numbers
digit in a 3-digit number
To divide proper fractions by whole
To learn place value for ones, tens,
numbers
hundreds and thousands
Year 3 Unit 2
Year 3 Unit 5
To mentally add numbers of 3 digits
To compare and convert between
To mentally add 1s to a 3 digit number
different units of measure
To progress to adding tens and hundreds
To measure, record and compare
to 3 digit numbers
durations and lengths in athletics
To subtract numbers of 3 digits in tens
To compare, convert, calculate and
To subtract numbers of 3 digits in
improve our scores
hundreds
To add and subtract measurements
To give change using both pounds and
To learn to tell the time
pence
To learn to tell the time using clocks
with Roman Numerals

Year 3 Unit 3
To solve problems involving
multiplication, using materials and
arrays
To count in 3s, 4s and 8s
To solve missing number problems in
multiplication
To solve multiplication problems
To solve number problems including
division
To solve problems using division skills

Year 3 Unit 6
To record data effectively
To present data in a bar chart
To learn to find fractions of larger
numbers
To read and understand pictograms
To read and understand pictograms that
involve full and half numbers
To read and understand bar chart
information
To read and understand bar chart
information and interpret onto a
number line

Year 4
Year 4 Unit 1
Year 4 Unit 4
To learn to count in multiple of 6, 7, 9, 25
To recognise and use fractions as
and 1,000
numbers
To understand subtraction and
To learn to place fractions in order of
multiplication with place value
size
To read Roman numerals to 100 (I to C)
To learn to add and subtract fractions
and know that over time, the numeral
To identify the value of each digit in
system changed
numbers
To count backwards through 0 to include
To multiply one-digit numbers with up
negative numbers
to two decimal places by whole
To order and compare numbers beyond
numbers
1,000
To divide proper fractions by whole
To solve a variety of maths problems
numbers
including multiples of numbers and
rounding numbers up
Year 4 Unit 5
To compare and convert between
Year 4 Unit 2
different units of measure
To learn to add numbers with four digits
To estimate, compare and calculate
To progress our skills with adding 4 digit
durations and lengths in athletics
numbers
To compare, convert, calculate and
To learn to subtract numbers of 4 digits
improve our scores
To learn to estimate and use inverse
To estimate, measure and calculate the
operations to calculate accurately
perimeter of rectilinear shapes
To practically solve mathematical
To find the area of rectilinear shapes by
problems
counting squares
To subtract 4 digit numbers
To calculate amounts of money in
pounds and pence
Year 4 Unit 3
To solve problems involving
multiplication, using materials and
arrays
To count in 9s, 11s and 12s
To solve missing number problems in
multiplication
To solve multiplication problems
To multiply two digit numbers
To solve problems using division skills

Year 4 Unit 6
To create shapes and understand
symmetry
To compare properties of shapes
To identify acute and obtuse angles
To read and understand pictograms
To read and understand pictograms that
involve full and half numbers
To read and understand bar chart
information

Year 5

Year 5 Unit 1
Year 5 Unit 4
Read, write, order and compare numbers to at
To recognise and use fractions as
least 1,000,000 and determine the value of
numbers
each digit.
To learn to place fractions in order of
Count forwards or backwards in steps of
size
powers of 10 for any given number up to
To learn to add and subtract fractions
1,000,000.
To identify the value of each digit in
Interpret negative numbers in context, count
numbers
forwards and backwards with positive and
To multiply one-digit numbers with up
negative whole numbers, including through
to two decimal places by whole
zero.
numbers
Round any number up to 1,000,000 to the
To divide proper fractions by whole
nearest 10, 100, 1000, 10000, 1000000.
numbers
Solve number problems and practical
problems that involve all of the lessons that Year 5 Unit 5
have been covered so far this term.
To compare and convert between
Read Roman numerals to 1000 and recognise
different units of metric and common
years written in Roman numerals.
imperial measure
Year 5 Unit 2
To add and subtract numbers with more than
4 digits
To order and compare numbers to at least
1,000,000
To learn to count in powers of 10 up to
1,000,000
To count forwards and backwards with
negative and positive numbers
To learn to round numbers up accurately
To learn to solve addition and subtraction
multi-step problems
Year 5 Unit 3
To learn to identify common multiples and
common factors
To learn to find factor pairs of two digit
numbers
To recap square numbers and to learn to
multiply numbers mentally
To solve 2 digit division problems
To solve 4 digit division problems
To use multiplication and division to work
out a real-life problem

To estimate, compare and calculate
durations and lengths in athletics using
metric and common imperial units of
measure
To compare, convert, calculate and
improve our scores
To estimate, measure and calculate the
perimeter and volume of rectilinear
shapes
To find the area of rectilinear shapes by
counting squares
To calculate amounts of money in
pounds and pence
Year 5 Unit 6
To determine 3D equivalent of 2d
Shapes
To estimate an angle
To identify acute and obtuse angles
To identify 45, 90, 180 and 360 degree
angles
To identify irregular and regular
polygons
To identify irregular and regular
polygons

Year 6

Year 6 Unit 1
Read, write, order and compare numbers to
at least 1,000,000 and determine the value
of each digit.
To learn to add two single digit numbers
Use negative numbers in context, and
calculate intervals across zero.
Solve number problems and practical
problems that involve all of the lessons
that have been covered so far this term.
Recap place value - Read, write, order and
compare numbers to at least 1,000,000 and
determine the value of each digit.
Recap what has been covered this term,
and revisit multiple numbers which was
covered previously.
Year 6 Unit 2
To learn multiply 4 digit numbers by 2
digit whole numbers
To learn to divide 4 digit numbers by 2
digit whole numbers
To learn to complete mental calculations
To learn to solve addition and subtraction
multi-step problems
To learn to identify common factors,
common multiples and prime numbers
To solve problems for addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division
questions
Year 6 Unit 3
To learn how to simplify fractions using
common factors
To learn to place fractions in order of size
To learn to add and subtract fractions
To identify the value of each digit in
numbers given to 3 decimal places
To multiply one-digit numbers with up to
two decimal places by whole numbers
To divide proper fractions by whole
numbers

Year 6 Unit 4
To solve problems involving the relative
sizes of 2 quantities where missing values
can be found
To solve problems involving the relative
sizes of two quantities where missing
values can be found by using integer
multiplication and division facts
To learn to solve problems which include
percentages
To practice solving problems which
include percentages
To solve problems involving similar
shapes where the scale factor is known or
can be found
To solve problems including unequal
sharing and grouping
Year 6 Unit 5
To understand how to solve algebraic
equations
To generate and describe linear number
sequences
To solve and express missing number
problems algebraically
To find pairs of numbers that satisfy an
equation with two unknowns
To find pairs of numbers that satisfy an
equation with two unknowns
To enumerate possibilities of
combinations of two variables
Year 6 Unit 6
To estimate an angle
To calculate the diameter of a circle using
the radius
To calculate the radius of a circle using
the diameter
Understanding the difference between
diameter, radius and circumference of a
circle
To identify irregular and regular polygons
To identify irregular and regular polygons

